Anitangel Miniatures - FREE Angels

To assemble, cut out each row of figures. Score the RED line, fold, and glue
the figures back to back. Cut out the figures with a pair of scissors leaving
about 1/8 inch around the figure. Optionally, you can cut the figures out to
the black outline using a hobby knife. When cutting out, cut from the front
view of the figure; the rear view has a wider outline to cover any
misalignments. These figures can be based using the supplied fold-up bases
or any slotted base of adequate size.
This PDF has Layers. Click on the Layer Icon
in the left content frame
to open the layers menu and select the Eye Icon
beside the name of the
layer to access hidden features. To save ink, be sure to turn off the
Instructions layer before printing.

Be sure to visit the ONEMONK.COM website for PREVIEWS, SAMPLES, BASES, TIPS and TUTORIALS.

Questions or Comments? Contact Anitangel.
© July 2009 J.Hartman and A.Broz all rights reserved, etc.
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Anitangel Miniatures - FREE Angels' wings set

To assemble, cut out each row of wings. Score the RED and Green lines. Fold the wings on the RED line and glue
them front to back. Cut out the wings out from the side with the thinner black outline. Peak fold on the scored
GREEN lines from the side with the YELLOW block. Glue the block to the back of your finished figure. These wings
were designed for 30 mm figures.
This PDF has Layers. Click on the Layer Icon
in the left content frame to open the layers menu and select
the Eye Icon
beside the name of the layer to access hidden features. To save ink, be sure to turn off the
Instructions layer before printing.
Be sure to visit the ONEMONK.COM website for PREVIEWS, SAMPLES, BASES, TIPS and TUTORIALS.
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FOLD-UP TABBED BASES
www.onemonk.com

Here are the instructions for making some simple tabbed bases designed for use the my figures. I suggest using a glue stick for gluing the
base down. Remember not to glue the tab!

These instructions are for all tabbed base shapes and sizes.

STEP 1
Pre-Score and Pre-Fold both
green and red dot lines.

STEP 3

Flip over. Fold and Glue each
side over the bottom. DO NOT
GLUE THE TAB.

STEP 2
Cut out a whole column of
bases at one time. Fold
green line tabs upward. Fold
red line fold down.

STEP 4

When Glue is dry, cut out each
base with a pair of scissors. Fold
tab down when cutting then fold
back up. Your done! Insert figure
into tab.

